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Abstrat
We prove that, for translation surfaes whose homology is generated by the periodi
orbits, the notions of
• nite bloking property
• pure periodiity
• torus branhed overing
are equivalent. In partiular, we prove this equivalene for onvex surfaes and on
a dense open subset of full measure on every normalized stratum.
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1
Introdution
A translation surfae is a triple (S,Σ, ω) suh that S is a topologial ompat onneted
surfae, Σ is a nite subset of S (whose elements are alled singularities) and ω =
(Ui, φi)i∈I is an atlas of S \ Σ (onsistent with the topologial struture on S) suh that
the transition maps (i.e. the φj ◦ φ
−1
i : φi(Ui ∩ Uj) → φj(Ui ∩ Uj) for (i, j) ∈ I
2
) are
translations. This atlas gives to S \Σ a Riemannian struture; therefore, we have notions
of length, angle, measure, geodesi... Moreover, we assume that S is the ompletion of
S \ Σ for this metri.
A translation surfae an also be seen as a holomorphi dierential h on a Riemann
surfae (the singularities orrespond to the zeroes of the dierential, and in an admissible
atlas ω, h is of the form h = dz).
Translation surfaes provide one of the main tool for the study of rational polygonal bil-
liards.
Sine the unit tangent bundle of S enjoys a anonial global deomposition US = S ×S1
(the rotational holonomy is trivial), the study of the geodesi ow on S an be done
through two points of view depending on whether the variable is the rst or the seond
projetion:
Dynamis We an x one partiular diretion θ ∈ S1.
This orresponds to the study of the diretional ow φθ : S × R→ S.
In that ontext, we say that a translation surfae S is purely periodi if for any
θ ∈ S1, the existene of a periodi orbit in the diretion θ implies that the diretional
ow φθ is periodi (i.e. there exists T > 0 suh that φ
T
θ = IdS a.e.).
Illumination We an also x one point in x ∈ S.
This orresponds to the study of the exponential ow expx : S
1 × R→ S.
In that ontext, we say that a translation surfae S has the nite bloking property if
for every pair (O,A) of points in S, there exists a nite number of points B1, . . . , Bn
(dierent from O and A) suh that every geodesi from O to A meets one of the
Bi's.
A torus branhed overing is a translation surfae S suh that there exists a branhed
translation overing from S to a at torus (a branhed translation overing between two
translation surfaes is a map pi : (S,Σ)→ (S ′,Σ′) that is a topologial branhed overing
that loally preserves the translation struture.). This is a global geometri property.
In [Mon1℄ and [Mon2℄, the three notions of torus branhed overing, nite bloking prop-
erty and pure periodiity have been proved to be equivalent for Veeh surfaes and surfaes
of genus two. Gutkin proved independently that the notions of torus branhed overing
and nite bloking property are equivalent for Veeh surfaes [Gut℄.
In this paper, we prove that the equivalene is true for any surfae whose homology is
generated by the periodi orbits of the geodesi ow.
In partiular, the three notions are equivalent for onvex surfaes and on a dense open
subset of full measure of any stratum.
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The paper is organized as follows : in setion 1, we reall some bakground and useful
tools. The seond one is devoted to the proof of the following results :
Theorem 1. Let S be a purely periodi translation surfae.
Then hol(P(S)) is a lattie of R2.
Theorem 2. Let S be a translation surfae whose homology is generated by the periodi
orbits of the geodesi ow on S. Then the following assertions are equivalent:
1. S is a torus branhed overing
2. S has the nite bloking property
3. S is purely periodi
In setion 3, we try to see to what extent does this result applies. In partiular, we prove
Proposition 1. Let S be a onvex surfae, then the periodi orbits of S generate
H1(S,Z).
Proposition 2. In any stratum H1(k1, . . . , kn), the set of translation surfaes whose
homology is generated by the perodi orbits is an open dense subset of full measure.
The last setion is a disussion about the tools we used, partiularly the J-invariant (in
the proof of Theorem 1) and the existene of two transverse paraboli elements (for the
proof of the result about Veeh surfaes), and the fat that in general one needs to nd
periodi orbits in more than two diretions to generate the homology of a translation
surfae. We take the opportunity to introdue the lass of translation surfae whose
J-invariant is of the simplest form, and present a ollaborative enylopedy of onrete
translation surfaes.
3
1 Bakground and tools
1.1 Cylinder deomposition
Let S be a translation surfae. A ylinder C of S is a maximal isometri opy of
R/wZ×]0, h[ in S (w > 0, h > 0). The parameters w and h are unique and alled
the width (or perimeter) and the height of C. The diretion of C is the diretion of the
image of R/wZ × {h/2} (whih is onsidered here as an oriented losed geodesi); it is
dened modulo 2pi.
We say that S admits a ylinder deomposition in the diretion θ if the (neessarily nite)
union of ylinders in that diretion is dense in S. The remaining is a nite union of saddle
onnetions (a saddle onnetions is a geodesi γ : [0, 1] → S joining two singularities
and suh that γ(]0, 1[) does not ontain any singularity).
Any periodi trajetory for φθ an be thikened to obtain a ylinder in the diretion θ.
Thus, saying that S is purely periodi is equivalent to say that in eah diretion θ that
admits a periodi orbit, S admits a ylinder deomposition whose ylinders have om-
mensurable perimeters. This property is stronger than the notion of omplete periodiity
introdued by Calta [Cal℄.
1.2 (Translational) holonomy
Let S be a translation surfae. Let γ : [0, 1] → S be a ontinuous urve. Thanks to
loal harts, γ an be lifted on R2 (or C) to a urve γ dened up to translation. Hene,
hol(γ)
def
= γ(1)− γ(0) is well dened and is alled the holonomy of γ. If h is the holomor-
phi form that denes S, we have hol(γ) =
∫
γ
h.
If γ′ is homologous to γ, then hol(γ′) = hol(γ). If we are looking to losed urves, hol
an be extended by formal sum to a morphism hol : H1(S,Z)→ R
2
.
1.3 Moduli spae and SL(2,R)-ation
A singularity σ ∈ Σ has a onial angle of the form 2(k + 1)pi, with k ≥ 0; we say that σ
is of multipliity k. In terms of holomorphi forms, it is equivalent to say that there is a
hart around σ suh that h = zkdz (i.e. σ is a zero of order k of h).
If 1 ≤ k1 ≤ k2 ≤ · · · ≤ kn is a sequene of positive integers whose sum is even, we denote
by H(k1, k2, . . . , kn) the stratum of translation surfaes with exatly n singularities whose
multipliities are k1, k2, . . . , kn (we onsider only surfaes without removable singularities
i.e. singularities of multipliity 0). A translation surfae in H(k1, k2, . . . , kn) has genus
g = 1 + (k1 + k2 + · · ·+ kn)/2.
For any translation surfae S and any A ∈ SL(2,R), we an dene the translation surfae
A.(S,Σ, (Ui, φi)i∈I)
def
= (S,Σ, (Ui, A ◦ φi)i∈I)
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hene we have an ation of SL(2,R) on the moduli spae of translation surfaes.
Eah stratum arries a natural topology and a SL(2,R)-invariant measure that are for
example dened in [Kon℄. Let S be an element of some H(k1, k2, . . . , kn) and let B be
a basis of the relative homology of S: it is just the onatenation of a basis of the rst
topologial homology group H1(S,Z) with a set of n− 1 urves from a singularity to the
other ones. If S ′ is another translation surfae (built on the same topologial surfae),
let us denote by holS′ the assoiated holonomy. The map
Φ
def
=
(
H(k1, k2, . . . , kn) −→ C
2g+n−1
S ′ 7−→ (holS′(γ1), . . . , holS′(γ2g+n−1))
)
is named the period map and is a loal homeomorphism in a neighbourhood of S and
in this system of oordinates, the former measure is absolutely ontinuous relatively to
Lebesgue.
In eah stratum H(k1, k2, . . . , kn), let H1(k1, k2, . . . , kn) denotes the real hypersurfae
dened by the equation area(S) = 1. The topology an be indued and the measure an
be pushed from H(k1, k2, . . . , kn) to H1(k1, k2, . . . , kn) that is stable under SL(2,R).
Masur [Mas℄ and Veeh [Vee1℄ proved that the volume of any suh (normalized) stratum
is nite, and that the ation of SL(2,R) is ergodi on any onneted omponent of any
normalized stratum.
1.4 The J-invariant
In [KenSmi℄, Kenyon and Smillie dene an algebrai invariant for translation surfaes:
the J-invariant. It takes values in the alternating produt of R2 by itself denoted here by
R2 ∧Q R
2
(note that R2 is onsidered here as an innite dimensional Q-vetor spae). If
(β,≤) is a totally ordered basis of R2, then {u ∧ v | (u, v) ∈ β2 and u < v} is a basis of
R2 ∧Q R
2
.
First, they dene it for planar polygons: if P is a polygon of R2 with verties v1, . . . , vn
in ounterlokwise order around the boundary of P , then
J(P )
def
= v1 ∧ v2 + v2 ∧ v3 + · · ·+ vn ∧ v1
If P is a parallelogram, we have J(P ) = 2e1 ∧ e2, where e1 = v2 − v1 and e2 = v3 − v2 =
v4 − v1 are two onseutive edges of P (for the same ounterlokwise order).
Then, if a translation surfae S admits a ellular deomposition into planar polygons
S = P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pn, they dene
J(S)
def
= J(P1) + · · ·+ J(Pn)
Any translation surfae admits suh a deomposition and J(S) is independent of the
hoie of the deomposition of S into polygons (see [KenSmi℄). Note that the singulari-
ties of S have to be loated at the verties of the Pi's.
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We have to notie that for any translation surfae S, J(S) annot be equal to zero
sine if ϕ denotes the linear map from R2 ∧Q R
2
to R suh that for any u and v in R2
ϕ(u ∧ v) = det(u, v), then ϕ(J(S)) = 2.area(S) 6= 0.
2 A homologial ondition for a purely periodi trans-
lation surfae to be a torus branhed overing
Thanks to Hopf-Rinow theorem, sine S is a omplete surfae, any losed urve γ on
S an be tightened to give a losed geodesi in the same homology lass. Therefore,
H1(S,Z) is generated by the losed geodesis of S. Among them, are the periodi orbits
for the geodesi ow. But they are not the only ones sine there are also losed unions
of onseutive saddle onnetions. Let P (S) denotes the set of periodi orbits, and let
P(S) denotes the subgroup of H1(S,Z) generated by P (S).
Theorem 1. Let S be a purely periodi translation surfae.
Then hol(P(S)) is a lattie of R2.
Proof:
Step 1: We prove that dimQ(V ectQ(hol(P (S)))) = 2.
Let V and W be two non-olinear elements of hol(P (S)). Up to let SL(2,R) at
on S, we an suppose that V is horizontal whereas W is vertial.
Now, assume by ontradition that there is an element V ′ in hol(P (S)) that is not
in the Q-vetor sape generated by V and W .
V ′ an be neither parallel to V nor W sine S is purely periodi.
We write the real ombination V ′ = αV + βW .
We have supposed that α or β is in R \Q. There is no loss of generality to assume
that both α and β are positive and that α is irrational (see Figure 1, the positivity
of α and β is just here to avoid onfusions in the omputation of J(S)).
PSfrag replaements
V
V ′
W
α
Figure 1: Three vetors in hol(P (S)) that are free over Q.
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We will now alulate J(S) in two dierent manners, along the ouple of diretions
(V,W ), and then along (V ′,W ).
Sine S is purely periodi, we an deompose S into parallel horizontal and vertial
ylinders (Ci)
p
i=0 and (Dj)
q
j=0.
For i ≤ p and j ≤ q, Ci∩Dj is the reunion of a familly of disjoint open parallelograms
(retangles) (Pi,j,k)
r(i,j)
k=0 . Let us denote vi,j,k and wi,j,k for the sides of Pi,j,k along
diretions V and W .
Note that wi,j,k does not depend on j nor k sine it represents the height of Ci along
the diretion W , so we an write wi,j,k = wi. Hene, J(Pi,j,k) = 2vi,j,k ∧ wi.
Sine S is purely periodi, for any i ≤ p, the holonomy of a periodi orbit along Ci
is equal to riV , where ri is a rational number. Hene
∑q
j=0
∑r(i,j)
k=0 vi,j,k = riV .
PSfrag replaements
riV
wi
D1 D2
D3
D4
vi,1,1
vi,2,1 vi,2,2 vi,2,3
vi,3,1 vi,4,1
Figure 2: Situation around Ci.
Sine the losures of all the Pi,j,k's form a ellullar deomposition of S (note that
the singularities of S are loated at the verties of some Pi,j,k's), we have
J(S) =
p∑
i=0
q∑
j=0
r(i,j)∑
k=0
J(Pi,j,k) =
p∑
i=0
2riV ∧ wi = 2V ∧
p∑
i=0
riwi = V ∧ Z
where Z is a vetor olinear to W that stands for 2
∑p
i=0 riwi.
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The same omputation holds if we replae (V,W ) by (V ′,W ), so we have also
J(S) = V ′ ∧ Z ′ for some vetor Z ′ olinear to W .
So, we have V ∧ Z = V ′ ∧ Z ′ hene (V, V ′, Z, Z ′) annot be free over the rationals.
Hene, there exists (a, b, c, d) ∈ Q4 \{(0, 0, 0, 0)} suh that aV +bV ′+cZ+dZ ′ = 0.
Projeting on the x-axis along the y-axis, we have aV + bαV = 0 so a = b = 0
as α /∈ Q. Therefore, we have cZ + dZ ′ = 0 with (c, d) 6= (0, 0) and (Z,Z ′) is not
free over Q. So, there exists a rational number q suh that Z = qZ ′ (Z and Z ′ are
dierent from 0 sine J(S) annot be null).
Then V ∧ qZ ′ = V ′ ∧ Z ′, so (qV − V ′) ∧ Z ′ = (q − α)V ∧ Z ′ = 0.
Therefore, (q − α)V is olinear to Z ′, a ontradition.
Step 2: We prove that hol(P(S)) is a lattie of R2.
Step 1 asserts that dimQ(V ectQ(hol(P (S)))) = 2, and sine translational holonomy
is a morphism, we have V ectQ(hol(P(S))) ≃ Q
2 ⊂ R2.
Sine H1(S,Z) is a free abelian group of nite type (it is isomorphi to Z
2g
where
g denotes the genus of S), so is P(S) as a subgroup.
Any subgroup of nite type of Q2 is disrete in R2. Sine there are periodi orbits
in at least two diretions, hol(P(S)) is a lattie of R2.

Theorem 2. Let S be a translation surfae whose homology is generated by the periodi
orbits of the geodesi ow on S. Then the following assertions are equivalent:
1. S is a torus branhed overing
2. S has the nite bloking property
3. S is purely periodi
Proof: Sine (1)⇒ (2)⇒ (3) is already known [Mon2℄, it sue to prove that a purely
periodi translation surfae S whose homology is generated by P (S) is a torus branhed
overing. By Theorem 1, Λ
def
= hol(H1(S,Z)) = hol(P(S)) is a lattie of R
2
.
Now, let us x a point x0 in S. For eah point x in S, we an hose a urve γx from x0
to x. If γ′x is another suh urve, then hol(γx)− hol(γ
′
x) ∈ Λ.
Hene, the map (
S −→ R2/Λ
x 7−→ hol(γx) mod Λ
)
is well dened and realizes a branhed overing from S to the torus R2/Λ that preserves
the translation strutue (see [Zor1℄). 
This leads to the following general question:
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Is the homology of any translation surfae generated by its periodi orbits?
Note that for our purpose, it is suient to prove that periodi orbits generate a subgroup
of nite index of the holomogy to onlude.
3 When is the homology generated by periodi orbits?
3.1 For onvex surfaes
Let P be a simply onneted polygon of R2 whose edges are grouped in pairs suh that
two edges in a same pair have the same length and diretion but opposite orientation (P
gets the anonial orientation oming from R2 and transmits it to its boundary). Note
that a geometrial side of P an be deomposed into more than one edge (for exemple
a retangle an have more than four edges). We say that P is a pattern of S if S an
be obtained from P by identifying the edges in eah pair by translation (the singularities
of S are therefore loated at some verties of P). The Veeh onstrution of zippered
retangles ensures that any translation surfae admits a pattern. A onvex translation
surfae is a translation surfae that admits a onvex pattern [Vee2℄.
Proposition 1. Let S be a onvex surfae, then P (S) generates H1(S,Z).
Proof: Let P be a onvex pattern of S. Let us begin with the following observation:
Strolling round a singularity Let σ be a singularity of S and let v be a vertex of P
that represents σ. v is surrounded by two onseutive edges in the ounterlokwise
order around P: the rst one is alled the left edge and the seond one is alled the
right edge around v (see Figure 3).
PSfrag replaements
v
P
left right
Figure 3: A piee of lap around σ.
The left edge around v is identied to the right edge around another vertex v1 that
also represents σ in S. The left edge around v1 is identied to the right edge around
another vertex v2 that also represents σ in S. And so forth until we get a left edge
around some vk that is identied to the right edge around v (see Figure 4).
Wiewed from S, we irled in the ounterlokwise order around σ (see Figure 5).
Hene, we passed around every vertex of P that orresponds to σ, and this stroll
gives a yli order on the verties of P that represent σ.
The observation is the following: the straight line from some vi to vi+1 orresponds
to an element of P(S): indeed, viewed as a losed urve of S, it is homologous to
9
PSfrag replaements
vi
vi+1
P
Figure 4: From the left edge around vi to the right edge around vi+1.
PSfrag replaements
v1
P
left
right
Figure 5: A whole lap around σ in ounterlokwise order.
the losed urve in S assoiated to the straight line joining the middle of the left
edge of vi to the right edge of vi+1 that is a periodi orbit.
Hene, if v and v′ are two verties of P that represent the same singularity σ, the
straight line from v to v′ in P orresponds in S to an element of P(S), sine it is
homologous to the sum of the elementary losed urves assoiated to the straight
lines from a vi to vi+1 (v
′
is one of the vj's).
Now, let γ be a losed urve in S. Up to a tightening, we an assume that it is a losed
geodesi. If it is a periodi orbit, then we are done. Otherwise, it is a union of saddle
onnetions c1, c2, . . . , cn, where c1 goes from a singularity σ1 to a singularity σ2, c2
goes from σ2 to σ3, and so forth, cn goes from σn to σ1 (the ci's belong to the relative
homology and their sum belongs to the absolute homlogy of S).
Viewed in P, ci is a nite union of segments [ai,1, bi,1], [ai,2, bi,2], . . . , [ai,mi , bi,mi ], where
• ai,1 is a vertex of P that represents σi
• bi,j ∼ ai,j+1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ mi − 1 (note that the endpoints of the segments belong to
the boundary of P)
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• bi,mi is a vertex of P that represents σi+1 (with the onvention that n+ 1 = 1)
For 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ mi− 1, let λi,j denotes the straight line in P between bi,j and
ai,j+1: it orresponds in S to a periodi orbit denoted by λi,j.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let µi denote the straight line in P between bi,mi and ai+1,1 (with the
onvention that n+ 1 = 1): sine bi,mi and ai+1,1 represent the same singularity σi+1, we
observed in the beginning of the proof that µi orresponds in S to an element µi of P(S).
Hene, viewed in H1(S,Z), the sum
γ +
n∑
i=1
mi−1∑
j=1
λi,j +
n∑
i=1
µi
is homologous to zero: indeed, it is homologous to the image under the ontinuous pro-
jetion P → S of a losed path in the simply onneted spae P (see Figure 6). Hene,
γ an be expressed as a sum of elements of P(S) and the result is proved.
PSfrag replaements
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Figure 6: We an add (dashed) elements of P(S) to γ and obtain a losed urve homol-
ogous to zero in S.

Corollary 2.1. Any purely periodi onvex translation surfae is a torus branhed ov-
ering.
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Note that we proved in fat the result for fae-to-fae translation surfaes i.e. translation
surfaes that admit a pattern P suh that for eah pair of identied edges e ∼ e′, there
exists two identied points x resp. x′ in e resp. e′ suh that the line between x and x′
belongs to the interior of P (see Figure 7). Note that there exists non onvex translation
Figure 7: A fae-to-fae surfae (identify parallel sides by translation).
surfaes [Vee2℄, but we do not know it there exists non fae-to-fae translation surfaes.
3.2 On a dense open subset of full measure in any stratum
Proposition 2. In any stratum H1(k1, . . . , kn), the set of translation surfaes whose
homology is generated by the perodi orbits is an open dense subset of full measure.
Proof: Let C be a onneted omponent of a normalized stratum and let G denotes the
subset of surfaes whose homology is generated by the perodi orbits.
In [KonZor℄, Kontsevih and Zorih proved that there exists a translation surfae that
admits a ylinder deomposition in the horizontal diretion with only one ylinder in C.
Suh surfaes are onvex (the horizontal ylinder an be unrolled to a retangle of R2) so
G 6= ∅.
Let S be an element of G. So, there exists a nite number of periodi orbits γ1, . . . , γN
in S that generate H1(S,Z). Eah γi an be thikened to obtain a ylinder of positive
height. Those ylinders survive under a small perturbation of S, so G is open in the
stratum and therefore in C.
Hene, G has positive measure, and sine it is SL(2,R)-invariant, it is of full measure in
G (reall that the ation of SL(2,R) is ergodi on C). It is also dense in G.
The result follows sine the stratum is the nite union of its onneted omponent.

We have to notie that Zorih proved the same result using the asymptoti yle, and
looking to the evolution of the shape of Veeh zippered retangles of a generi surfae
along Rauzy indutions (see [Zor2℄).
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We also obtained another result that is not exploited yet: if S is a translation surfae and
C is a ylinder of S then there exists H > 0 suh that for any h ≥ H the homology of the
surfae obtained by replaing C by a ylinder of height h and the same perimeter as C is
generated by its periodi orbits. Up to a renormalization of the area of those surfaes,
the ow obtained when we let h tend to innity orresponds to a path from S to the
boundary of its normalized stratum in a manner that remains to study.
4 Digression: Two diretions do not sue
Reall that a surfae is alled bouillabaisse if its Veeh group ontains two transverse
paraboli elements (Veeh surfaes are partiular bouillabaisse surfaes). Suh surfaes
admit ylinder deomposition in two diretions (and the moduli are ommensurable). In
[Mon1℄, we proved the equivalene of the three asssertions of theorem 2 for suh surfaes.
This lets us think that it is suient to ontrol ylinders in two diretions to ontrol the
surfae. Indeed if V and W are two purely periodi diretions (diretions that admit a
ylinder deomposition with ommensurable perimeters), then the subgroup of R2 gener-
ated by the holonomy of periodi orbits of those two diretions is a lattie and one might
be tempted to apply the reasoning of theorem 2 to onlude.
We want to insist on the fat that two suh diretions are not generally suient to
generate the homology, the following example should onvine us:
PSfrag replaements
1
1
1
1
2
2
α
α
Figure 8: A strange surfae; parallel lines with the same style are identied by translation,
α ∈ R \Q.
Indeed, this surfae is purely periodi in the vertial diretion and in the diretion (2, 1)
(third piture). But there are in all three ylinders in those two diretions, whereas the
homology is a free abelian group on four generators. It is also not ompletely periodi,
sine the horizontal diretion ontains one ylinder and one minimal omponent (seond
piture).
Anyway, this surfae is onvex so its homology is generated by its periodi orbits, but
one needs more than two diretions to sueed.
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4.1 J-simple translation surfaes
In the proof of theorem 1, we used a partiular property: let us all a translation surfae
J-simple if its J-invariant an be written v ∧ w for some vetors v and w in R2. Purely
periodi translation surfaes are J-simple, but there exists non purely periodi J-simple
translation surfae, like the one desribed by Figure 8. Note that it is suient to have
two transverse purely periodi diretions to be J-simple.
Question: is it neesssary to have two transverse purely periodi diretions to be J-simple?
an we desribe J-simple translation surfaes?
4.2 Advertising
We viewed in proposition 2 that is it not hard to obtain generi results about translation
surfaes. Most of those results do not hold everywhere, and to onstrut ounter-examples
is not an easy task. For example, this setion asked for J-simple translation surfaes with-
out two periodi diretions, and surfaes whose homology annot be generated by periodi
orbits in only two diretions. We want to propose here a tool to inventory all suh on-
strutions, an evolutive enylopedia of onrete translation surfaes that satisfy some
partiular properties.
Sine the existing litterature and the folklore are quite fat already, and sine the theory
of translation surfaes is onneted with many other elds (ergodi theory, algebrai ge-
ometry, ombinatoris, number theory, omplex analysis,...), this objetive an only be
reahed in an open and ollborative way.
Tehnially, we set up a wiki i.e. a website where anyone an freely reate or modify any
page using any web browser. It is fully featured and lets the possibility to write L
A
T
E
X
formulas, to draw and add pitures, to add easily links to other pages, to be automatially
ontated when some new example is added, to follow the evolution of the web pages...
The website an be found at
http://oarina.ath.x/∼titi/twiki/bin/view/WildSurfaes/WebHome
For example, we an inventory the Veeh's regular n-gons, a surfae whose Veeh group is
SL(2,Z) but that is not a torus onstruted by Herrlih and Shmithuesen, MMullen's
Veeh L-shaped surfaes, some translation surfaes with non generi Siegel-Veeh on-
stants, a J-simple surfae without any purely periodi diretion, Veeh obtuse triangular
billiards of MBilliards, a non fae-to-fae translation surfae, a translation surfae whose
Hasudor dimension of its non-uniquely ergodi diretions is 1/2 onstruted by Cheung,
a translation surfae whose Veeh group is innitely generated onstruted by Hubert and
Shmidt, the Arnoux-Yooz surfae whose Veeh group ontains an hyperboli element
but no paraboli element, a surfae that satises the Veeh alternative but whose Veeh
group is not a lattie, or whatever you want. You an add new surfaes, but also ask
for surfaes satisfying ertain property, nd new properties to an existing surfae, simply
add a omment, a new proof, a piture...
You will nd on that website nothing more than what you will ontribute.
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Conlusion
To sum up, the assertions
• S is a torus branhed overing (global geometri property)
• S has the nite bloking property (illuminatory property)
• S is purely periodi (dynamial property)
have been proved to be equivalent
• for bouillabaisse surfaes, in partiular Veeh surfaes [Mon1℄,
• in genus two [Mon2℄,
• for onvex surfaes,
• on a dense open subset of full measure in any stratum.
Who is next?
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Appendix: Why is the ation of SL(2,R) on the moduli
spae of abelian dierential so muh studied?
PSfrag replaements
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σ
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Beause the one of GL(2,R) is not optimal!
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